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scattered pools of fog ky on the ice, but at 86° fog began in earnest
and continued during the rest of the flight
At first we flew above it in clear sunshine, since the bank only
reached up to an altitude of a thousand feet; but after a while, as
the fog continued to thicken, this became impossible. With the
radio working well, however, and the accuracy of the Arctic
isogonics already established, the ship could still be navigated truly.
Our chief concern was over the fact that we could no longer see
the surface of the earth. I would not give the impression, though,
that this whole fog area was solid. There were numerous breaks in
it, some of them big ones, so that we were able to make an adequate
observation of the sea all the way to the Alaskan coast.
After about an hour of blind flying, our radio reception grew
fainter and finally ceased altogether. The aerial had iced up. This
antenna was a wire 450 feet long trailing from the after end of the
gondok, under the radio room. Fog particles froze to it in the form
of milky ice, until, when the radio failed, it resembled a long flexible
rod of porcelain. The air propeller, providing power for the wire-
less, iced over, too, and finally locked, leaving only the storage
battery for the radio. Gottwaldt and Strom-Johnson wound up the
aerial and cleaned it several times, but in vain. As soon as it was
dropped it iced over again. Increasing static added to the difficulty
of reception. As a matter of fact, we received no more wireless
messages south of 80° N. Lat, and kter we learned that our own
signals failed at about that point.
This was serious on two counts. It stopped our weather reports
just when we were entering the region where the weather factors
were almost unknown to us. Secondly, it deprived us of radio
bearings, leaving our navigator at the mercy of the magnetic com-
pass and such sun observations as he might be lucky enough to
make.
Up to this moment our weather service had functioned perfectly.
We could hear Kings Bay until the end, though the powerful
Stavanger signals were much stronger. Stavanger was now rekying
North American weather reports to us, and so were some of the
government stations in Alaska. The last report we got from Alaska
told of the cyclonic centre still stationary over the Bering Sea.
We soon realised that we were entering the influence of that

